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Author Nerissa Golden
on Writing and Serving
by Nerissa Golden

It's a toss-up whether I love reading or
writing more.
Even in an age where video and audio are
big, giving me a book, a long blog post or
feature to read is bliss. I like content that
teaches me how to think and challenges
my beliefs. I love learning and when I
write I can be entertaining and
enlightening.
I knew at the age of five I wanted to be
an author after consuming adventure
stories and mystery books by Carolyn
Keene and Enid Blyton. When at the age
of nine a short play I wrote on
Emancipation made it into a national
publication in Tortola, BVI, I realized I
could write stories about people who
looked like me and had similar
experiences.
My teenage years were spent writing
plays and travelling with a small cast to
neighbouring islands to perform them. If
something I saw on television or read
about in a magazine interested me, I
adapted the idea to my location and
situation.
Fear got the better of me the older I got
and the more I read about how things
worked in the "real world." Publishing a
book required an agent, a publisher, and a
lot of money. Then the insecurities of not
believing I had anything that hadn't
already been said or that people would
want to hear from me, kept my author
dreams on hold in my twenties. I was
thirty-five by the time I published my first
book.

Even as I honed my skill as a journalist
and a publicist, I doubted my words and
my ability to share something meaningful.
It is easy to put words in other people's
mouths, but it was a challenge for me to
speak. For years, I had a recurring
nightmare where my tongue was tied, and
I couldn't speak.
Fear didn't stop me from trying, however.
I would speak in my dad's church; I could
host small workshops and lead other
young people, but I shied away from
putting words on paper.
It's a good thing that there is no singular
path to achieve your goals. Life presents
limitless opportunities to choose a new
experience that becomes a chapter in
your story. It's how I published my first
two books.

The Making of a Caribbeanpreneur is
the composite of three presentations
I made on entrepreneurship.
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Truly Caribbean Woman's Guide to
Good love (no longer in print) was based
on my journal entries and poems.
The idea of sitting down for months on
end pounding on an old-fashioned
typewriter was the image in my head of
how real writers wrote epic novels but
it didn't fit my temperament or lifestyle.
I still battle with this image.
Steven Pressfield says writers must put
your ass where your heart wants to be.
For me, that usually means getting up
early before the children are awake and
clients are calling to get out my target
number of words.
Technology can be the great equalizer. It
made it possible for me to become a
published author without the usual gate
keepers. It continues to make it possible
for me to choose projects that challenge
me and bring me joy.
I write to fill gaps, to tell stories I want to
read. I am not driven to make it to best
sellers lists or to enter my work in
competitions. While I can appreciate
writers who submit their work for the
scrutiny of judges, the only validation I
seek is the one that I get when I type The
End and when a reader lets me know that
what I wrote made an impact.
I would write for only one reader, just as I
teach and speak if only for one. My
responsibility is to that one. That one
could have a calling to reach millions. But
if I choose not to show up because only
one person is in the room or interested in
my words, I have become a barrier to
them fulfilling their purpose.
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Discovering early on that words were the
most important and they didn’t always
need to be in a book has meant that
communicating the message via songs,
digital content, news articles, radio
programmes are all important mediums to
me. Some of them for different seasons
and reasons, but all are needed.

What bothers me most are people
who don’t speak up.

By speaking up, I don’t mean yelling or
getting angry to ensure you are heard.
Speaking up is about sharing your
experiences so others can learn. We need
each other and our stories have the
potential to give hope, inspire, and model
a pathway for others to follow. The
evidence is there of those who have
shown up and occupied our spaces as if
they are the first because we have been
silent about our own trials and triumphs.
Much of what I do for Caribbean
creatives and organisations is to help
them say emphatically we are here.

T H E

Writing has allowed me to choose the life
I want. People pay to interrupt my life is
how I see my work. I don’t mind the
interruptions. It gets me out of my own
head and invested in helping someone
else tell interesting stories. This means I
am never out of work. If I am not working
for a client, I am creating something that I
want to see.
I have learned to say no to more things
than I say yes to. Often the No is to me. I
am easily distracted by new ideas. The
older I become, the more finishing and
building for the future matters to me.
Investing in work that can impact the
next generation drives me. Am I leaving
enough breadcrumbs for them to follow?
Do I have resources they can tap into to
create the world they want to live in?
Living to create is for me the most
powerful position to live from.
When you stay in creation mode and
open to sharing what you are doing, you
attract the resources to bring your ideas
to life. When you feel fearful and become
overly concerned with money and what is
missing, build something, learn a new skill,
find someone who needs help and serve
them.
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Making space for more means giving up
some of what may have gotten you this
far. You must always be pushing yourself
out of your comfort zone. My ego tries to
get in my way. I want to be seen and
known but writing means being silent and
focused. I’ve got to feed the algorithm, or
they will forget about me. I’ve got to keep
putting out content or people will be on
to the next coach.
In those moments when I am a fly on the
wall, looking at myself freak out about
having to put my ass in the chair, I
surrender. I remind myself of what my
goal is. I want to write. I want to teach. I
want to inspire. I want to serve.
Writing requires waiting. Teaching
requires thoughtfulness. Inspiring
requires introspection. Service requires
silence.
Nerissa Golden is a Caribbean Storyteller and
business strategist. She is the author of ten books
including Start, Grow, Thrive: Build a Business to
Last. As the CEO of Goldenmedia, Nerissa builds
digital brands and platforms including Discover
Montserrat and Truly Caribbean Academy. Learn
more about her work at nerissgolden.com.
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Q: When did you first get started in
entrepreneurship? What was your
product/service offering?

Q&A
Meet Georgia
Crawford and her
award-winning
Innovation:
LifeSaver Wipes
Georgia Crawford is a Jamaican
entrepreneur who lead a team that recently
won first place in global innovation at the
International Design Excellence Awards
(IDEA) for her LifeSaver Wipes. The award
was presented at the IDEA conference at
the Miami Beach convention center in the
United States. The LifeSaver Wipes is a
sanitary product that can change color
based on the glucose levels in the urine. This
is a genius idea considering the current
health situation in the Caribbean. Let’s learn
more about Georgia Crawford and the
LifeSaver Wipes. She talks about her life as
an entrepreneur and sheds light on her most
recent innovation in this Q & A.

A: I had always had an entrepreneurial
mindset. I started teaching right out of
high school at about age 17 I was
teaching at a pre-university. At that, I
used to record my lessons on cassettes
and sell them to those who need to study.
I would also do seminars as an educator.
In 2006 I launched my first company it
was called PayText Bill payments via text
messages until the Bank of Jamaica said
they didn’t have any regulations to
facilitate that. We kinda went bankrupt
with that. So that was my first big launch
of a business.
Oh, wait! A lie, that’s not true. I actually
did professional Party services before
that where we did bar services and
promotional girls that were right out of
university. So I’ve always been doing
things trying new things. Professional
party services did really well for me at the
time I was in that sort of space. We were
the official bar vendors for the cricket
World Cup and we did really well. As a
matter of fact, it was the funds from
professional party services and the world
cup that led to the launching of Pay Text
in terms of being able to sustain that and
give it money.
Afterward, I went to whotouse.com. I had
launched a website that also allows
people to find skilled individuals. We
listed the persons from HEART. I sold
that - I had a successful exit- to a firm in
Canada who were actually recruiting.
After that, I did the ‘Mekup’ platform
which was a web application form.
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We did this under the NCB Digital
Innovation challenge, where we created a
web platform that allows persons to get
instant recurring microloans by just
clicking a button. Then we had an exit
from that and it lead to what we’re doing
now.
Q:What is your background like in
Science and Technology?
A:My background is actually in Sociology.
I’m a sociologist. And my degree is also in
management. So I have a double major in
sociology and management. And then I
did my masters in sociology. But I’d
always had an inquisitive mind. I’ve
always been interested in science ….
We do web-based technology. As a
sociologist, we come up with easier ways,
and technological solutions really to make
life easier for the common man. That was
what we had always been looking at.
Q:How did you come up with LifeSaver
Wipes Idea?
A: The innovation actually stemmed from
a neighbor of mine who was not well. She
went blind as a consequence of diabetes.
So my mom had brought her to the
doctor. [My mother] told me how the
doctor told her that it was preventable.
and how the doctor was so hurt about it
that she cried. I wasn’t looking for wipes. I
I was trying to find easier ways for people
to have knowledge about their health so
they could save their own lives.

Q: How has life choices/career and
maybe your situation at the time
influenced your creation of the LifeSaver
Wipes?
A: The innovation was deliberate.
It was something I was looking for, like I
needed to find it.
The fact that covid had come about gave
me more time to do the proper sort of
research necessary to make it a reality. So
that is definitely a situation that would
have influenced where we were and how
we began.
Q:Tell me a little about the LifeSaver
Wipes
A: The Lifesaver Wipes are wipes that tell
if you’re unwell. It detects health
abnormalities in the urine and will change
color to tell individuals that something is
wrong.

T H E

Q:How did you learn about the IDEA
competition?

A: We didn’t even know of the
competition and when we finished with
the wipes we went to a stage show called
the World of Wipes stage show. It was
there that someone said that they would
submit us for the competition because
they thought it was an innovative
product. I didn’t even remember that until
they emailed us to say that we were
nominated and that we should send more
information about the product etc.
samples etc. So we sent that to them and
later on they announce that we were a
part of the top three.

Q:Did you start creating the idea before
or after learning of the IDEA
competition?
A: Long before
Q:What was the biggest challenge you
were facing during this time? How did
you overcome it?
A: The biggest challenge is always
funding because any sort of innovation
especially as it relates to scientific
research is very expensive and so you
have to go through the trials and the
errors and still be able to keep it going. So
that was the challenge that we have, still
have. We got a good amount of
assistance from family members and so
we’re here where we are now.
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Q:Is this the achievement/contribution
to society and your entrepreneurial
journey that you are most proud of thus
far? If not, what is?
A: As it relates to entrepreneurship this
might be the one that I’m most proud of.
Even though it is not the one that has
been earning for us as yet but I’m very
proud of the possibility. In my overall life,
the thing I’m most proud of in my life is
my family: my kids and my husband and
the life we have built. I’m very proud of
who we are as a family. As individuals, we
are very flawed but as a family, we work.
So I’m proud of the fact that I’ve been
married for 15 years and it has been a
solid happy marriage for me. I am able to
provide for my children a stable place to
live and really exist and grow. I'm happy
about that.

T H E

Q: What advice would you give to
someone who wants to get into
entrepreneurship?

A: Just do it. Don’t sit around and wait for
the best time and for this and for that. If
you have an idea start working on it. It
might not be that you launch but you
start doing your research and you start
creating your plans as to how it will be
done.

Q:What advice would you give
entrepreneurs who may be considering
entering competitions like these?

A: For competitions, we have only had
good results from this competition I never
thought about a global competition until I
was told about it but I’ve only had good
things happen as a consequence so I
would definitely suggest it.
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A hobby turned
into Business:
Melissa Darville
and The Shiver Factory
Nine years ago Melissa Darville decided
that she no longer wanted to be an
educator and just an average ice cream
lover. She closed off the teaching chapter
of her life to embark on a new journey of
being the co-owner of a company. With
her entrepreneurial mindset, she
launched her business called ‘The Shiver
Factory’.
With the support of family, friends, and
strangers she managed to sustain her
business plan. “I have been helped
financially, through persons volunteering
their time and skills, and by word-ofmouth referrals,” she said.
Despite all this support she had to
constantly remind herself to stay positive
and keep working to overcome
adversities. “I had to learn to focus on
achieving what I could in small intervals
rather than getting overwhelmed thinking
of the grand scope of each project. I also
had to learn how to ask for help and to
recognize when projects required experts
to accomplish a part of the plan. I had to
stop judging my success by how much I
could do alone, but rather by how I am
able to successfully lead a team in getting
a task done.” said Darville.

The Shiver Factory became the focus of
Melisa Darville’s life. The launch of the
business itself required a lot of time and
attention to detail. Much more than any
other job had ever required of Darville.
She began targeting wholesales, hotels
and schools to secure sales. With the
onset of the pandemic came the need to
adjust strategies and targets for The
Shiver Factory.
Darville and her team had to learn how to
step up their speed game with securing
support, purchases and the overall
management of the business. Supplying
retailers became the business’ main
distribution channel.
“We were fortunate that we already had
custom display freezers and delivery
vehicles which became our sole means of
sales”, shared Darville.
The Shiver Factory as a brand continues
to be that line of product that people
crave and anticipate the taste of. This, to
date, is Melissa Darville biggest
achievement. She is proud of the demand
for her products amongst tourists, locals,
adults, children and all the foodies out
there.
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The company manufactures all natural
sorbet using super fruit such as mango,
passion fruit, soursop, and tamarind. The
business has also extended its product to
suit the needs of vegans. With The Shiver
Factory’s vegan sorbet line, Darville and
her team manage to create a stir amongst
vegans. For those with exquisite taste
buds, The Shiver Factory introduce
gourmet ice cream this year. A style of ice
cream that is fashioned from Bahamian
pastries and beverages.
When she is not busy running The Shiver
Factory Darville spends time with her
children, exploring the outdoors and
attending church. “These are my three
reset activities that remind me of my
purpose and of what I am trying to
accomplish,” she said. With the support
of her brother as her biggest cheerleader,
Darville feels empowered. As he reminds
her often of her true self and is always
there to assist her. Darville believes in
offering her support to others around her.
Whenever she can she shares her life
stories to help others learn from her
experiences and encourage those who
want to explore the possibilities of their
dreams. She’s a listening ear to those she
meet and finds joy in engaging with
others.

“ You already have all that you
need.”
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“The best advice I've had was from a
professor at university. She told me that
downplaying my skills and ability was not
being virtuous instead it was not giving
respect to my talents, accomplishments,
and hard work.
She told me to speak highly of myself
without embarrassment. Today I am not
embarrassed to want more and expect
more. I've learned to look out for others
who are goal-oriented.
For the past two years, my mantra has
been “ You already have all that you
need.” This forces me to look within to
resolve problems and to use be
resourceful, creative, and innovative.”
Check out Shiverbahamas.com,
Contact them at
shiverbahamas@gmail.com,
Twitter and Instagram @ Shiverbahamas
Facebook @ Melissa Darville
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CANDICE GREENIDGE’S
LIFE, CAREER, AND
QUOTES
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Then there comes the pandemic, the
COVID-19 virus, spreading like wildfire
that changed the entire business
structure on the planet. Was it saying
adjust, adapt or get left behind? I guess it
was. Like many others Candice Greenidge
had to step up her game and consider the
possibilities of her own business. A
service that she had been offering all
along, many times for free became the
business idea that blossomed into the
now establishment ‘Seamless Solutions
VA Services’.
Seamless Solutions VA Services currently
offers services such as Administrative
Support; Business Name Creation &
taglines; Customer Service Support;
Artwork & content writing; Presentations;
Proposals; Research; Social Media
Management; Special Projects; and even
outsourcing.

"The day I decided to ignore the noise, is the
day I understood my purpose" -Candi Cane
This is the life mantra of Candice
Greenidge written, endorsed and
practiced by her.
Pre pandemic days and Candice
Greenidge is a full time worker in
Administration and Customer Service
supporting Management Level Personnel.
This has been her role for over 25 years.
“During this time, I have always been the
‘Go to’ person because I believe there is
always a solution to be found to any issue
faced.” Greenidge was helping out at
work and also being a assistant to her
friends for free.

“When Covid became rampant and work from home
was mandated, I found myself assisting many
people to get their footing in order to keep their
businesses going. Most people asked me to stay on,
but I wanted something to call my own.” she
mentioned.

After making basic preparations,
Greenidge decided to consult with her
close family members to discuss the
possibilities of the business. Family meant
a lot to her and they were close knitted.
She even identified her mother as her
main cheerleader and the energiser bunny
of the family. With her entire family
support, she managed to get the business
going. The support from her partner of
10+ years and her children, gave her the
space that she needed to put in the work
to make her ideas a reality. Assisting was
a venture that she was passionate about.
Since the COVID-19 pandemic many
businesses ventured into the virtual space
imposing work from home measures.
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But Candice was there too. She started
assisting virtually and was excited by the
demand for services like hers.

“This is my destiny, there is no plan
B.”
The biggest surprise came to her when
she realized that she was not at the skill
level that she needed to be to stay
relevant in the market. Even though she
was passionate about helping and did a
great job of it, this was not enough. She
decided that she was going to take
advantage of online paid and free courses
to upskill herself. Additionally, she
conducted her own research, paid for
consultations, and networked her way
into the confident business owner that
she is.
“Every achievement is special to me, once
my client is 100% satisfied. But the one
that stands out most is this. In March of
this year, I was commissioned to do some
research and report on the procedure for
getting a client’s products sold in two
major outlets. When the job was
completed, he asked us to accompany
him to pitch - waaaaay out of my league. I
brainstormed, put together a team, and
together we made it happen. From
research to pitch took many sleepless
nights, but we got approval two days
after the meeting. To date, his products
are sold in three major outlets” , she
explained.
All this time, Greenidge was working full
time in her 9-5 job. An employee in the
day, a CEO and business operator all the
time even though she managed to get
most of her Virtual Assistant work done
at night.

“Candi Cane is not just for Christmas
time”
Besides spending time with her children,
Candice Greenidge is also a quote writer.
She loves writing her own inspirational
quotes and is considering making this
hobby a part of her brand. She shared
that as a consequence of being bullied as
a child she had anxiety when she had to
go out alone. She continues however to
inspire herself and inspire others through
her quotes.
The best piece of advice she has ever
received was from a quote.
“Not everyone will like you, but I know
they won't hate you because your
personality is one of a kind. Don't ever
change that, because then you'll be
someone else” - Kirk Quevedo
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To inspire others who may be
considering being entrepreneurs
Candice Greenidge advised, “If you're
starting from scratch, find & utilize ALL
useful resources that will help get you
grounded and provide the insight
needed to keep you motivated. You
won't know everything and it's ok to ask
for help and actually, you’ll be surprised
at how much people are willing to assist
in the growth of your business.”
Find Candice Greenidge and Seamless
Solution VA Services.
Website: seamlesssolutions868.com
LinkedIn: candice-greenidge;
www.linkedin.com/company/seamlesssolu
tions-va-services
IG: @seamlesssolutions868
FB: @seamlesssolutions868
Inspirational quotes IG: @candicane868
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Finding Beauty and
Purpose in Darkness
by Jihan A. Williams
Researchers estimate that one in every
four pregnancies does not go full term,
which suggests that many women may
experience pregnancy loss in their
lifetime. Yet, while it is a prevalent reality
in the Caribbean, conversations about
miscarriage and stillbirth are hushed or
nonexistent for many women. Jihan A.
Williams wants to do her part to add
voice and volume to these conversations
so that persons dealing with pregnancy
loss do not have to suffer in silence.
Jihan is a Kittitian attorney living in St.
Kitts who describes herself as an
“unwilling and unexpected pregnancy loss
support advocate.” On 23 November
2020, she delivered her son at twenty-six
weeks (six and a half months) pregnant
after going into labour due to pain caused
by fibroids. Unfortunately, he did not
survive.
“I had a relatively smooth pregnancy. No
morning sickness or unmanageable
symptoms so losing my son was a
devastating shock. I knew that I had
fibroids but I knew persons who had
them and had successful pregnancies, so I
was not expecting my son’s story to end
that way. I shut down emotionally and
struggled with anxiety and depression. I
just couldn’t understand why this
happened. I questioned myself, my
healthcare system, and God, and I
wondered why He would let something
like this happen to me when I was ready
and able to care for and love this child
while babies were being born to people
who could not.

It hurt even more because my partner
and I had been trying to conceive for four
years, so it felt like a cruel blow,” Jihan
said.
She was 37 years old at the time, and it
was her first pregnancy.
Jihan explains that she yearned for
Caribbean-based resources on recovering
from pregnancy loss, but her search came
up empty. As part of her healing process,
she began to write about the emotional,
physical, and spiritual effects caused by
the loss, things she wished the people
around her would know, and messages to
other people who were carrying the same
weight of this unique grief. Her personal,
real-time, and open writing morphed into
the book “Lifting the Weight of
Miscarriage: Healing Insight on Pregnancy
Loss for the Sufferers and People Around
Us”.
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With chapters such as “Am I A Mother?”
and “The Forgotten Fathers”, since its
release in September 2021, the book has
been recommended as a “practical guide
to healing” by other pregnancy loss
sufferers (men and women) and their
doctors, therapists, friends, and family
members.
With this book, pregnancy loss sufferers
and the people and institutions around
them have a written perspective that
speaks directly to the challenges and
opportunities of the Caribbean
experience. With all the shame and
silence surrounding this issue, this
narrative helps counter the common
feelings of loneliness and uncertainty
with honest and unfiltered recounts that
are relatable to sufferers, and eyeopening to those who have not had that
experience themselves.
The book gives practical, personally
tested, simple, effective
recommendations on how pregnancy loss
sufferers, and the people and institutions
around them, can encourage healing and
thriving beyond loss. With guidance that
includes sample text messages,
conversation prompts, and specific hacks
to fight sad and negative thinking, there is
no reason why anyone should still say “I
don’t know what to say or do” when
dealing with pregnancy loss, whether it’s
their own or someone around them.
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Jihan said, “I just want to encourage
persons to reach out for help if they are
struggling with pregnancy loss, no matter
how long ago it happened or how many
children they may have been able to
welcome after. We really must do as
much as possible to take care of our
mental health and each other.”

“Lifting the Weight of Miscarriage” is
available on Amazon.com in hard copy and
e-book. For more information:
www.jihanwilliams.com, @jihanawilliams on
Instagram or Jihan A. Williams on Facebook.
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A:When you create, you become very
vulnerable as you put a piece of your
heart and soul into developing the work.
My biggest challenge to date was in
dealing with critics. Sometimes, when I
receive a particularly harsh comment, I
analyze what I can learn from the
situation. This positive mindset has
helped me evolve as a better person and
continue creating more art.

Q&A
GET TO KNOW
JOY LUK PAT
Q:How did you get started in Art?

A: Simply – Because I love it. “I love to
create art – it is a passion”
Note that Both as a Visual Artist and a
Marketing & Business Development
Consultant, I have the opportunity to
create something beautiful.

Q:Talk about a challenge you were able
to overcome.

Q: Which achievement has been the
biggest for you thus far?
A: Receiving of the Award for the Best
Emerging Artist from The Art Society of
Trinidad & Tobago in the Members'
Group Exhibition “Traditions” in May
2016 and the Award of Excellence for
Mixed Media from The Women in Art
Organization of Trinidad & Tobago in
their Annual Exhibition “Radiance” in
November 2021 have been great
achievements in my career.

Q: Did the pandemic affect you and your
work in anyway?
A: During the pandemic, I made the jump
into becoming a full-time entrepreneur. I
wanted to know what it would feel like to
be able to wake up and have the
dedicated time to paint for the entire day.
I wanted to explore a life filled with
laughter and creativity and the
opportunity to follow my dreams. I
wanted to teach my children that it is ok
to be brave, try new things and live a life
in the present moment without regrets.
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Q: What do you normally do in your free
time?

Q: Who has been your biggest
cheerleader in your life?

A: My free time is split between activities
with my family, friends and personal
development, and self-care routines
(reading a book/ sleeping)

A: My parents - One of my strongest
memory from my childhood was drawing
& painting with my parents – Using
vibrant colours with my Mother and
learning the form and structures from my
Father.
My husband (Damian Luk Pat) is a
professional photographer and he also
has the creative eye to be able to capture
my art in his photos.
My two sons (Michael & Ken Luk Pat)There is nothing better than having my
children look at my work and say “ohh
mummy that is so beautiful!”

Q: Can you share something that people
may not know about you?
A: I enjoy consuming knowledge from
great spiritual thought leaders. E.g. Dr.
Wayne W Dyer, Eckhart Tolle, Ram Dass,
Sadhguru, Deepak Chopra, Louise Hay,
Abraham Hicks, Neale Donald Walsch
etc.

Q: Share some of your best advice.
A: To learn at least 1 thing every single
day.

T H E

Q: What is your life mantra
A: These words have stayed with me
from my childhood (It was on my
mirror):
I expect to pass through this world
but once; any good thing therefore
that I can do, or any kindness that I
can show to any fellow creature, let
me do it now; let me not defer or
neglect it, for I shall not pass this way
again.
Stephen Grellet 1773–1855

My artistic outlook in life“I want to paint the way a bird sings”
– Claude Monet
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Q: What advice would you give
an upcoming artist?
A: Create and flow with the art release yourself from the idea of
perfection. If you make a “mistake”
simply gave it another go and fix it.

Connect with Joy Luk Pat for when
you need beautiful, positive & vibrant
art for your home or office spaces.
ARTIST: JOY LUK PAT
PHONE: 868 -755-3722
IG: @joylukpat
FACEBOOK:
https://www.facebook.com/joylukpa
t
WEBSITE:
https://www.joylukpat.art/
.
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MEET ROBERTA
VIGILANCE - Event
Sponsorship Author
& Consultant
In 1999 Roberta Vigilance had the dream
to create an event planning company
called Vigilance Style and Grace (VSG). A
company that would help musicians and
models who wanted to get into the
entertainment industry. The first difficulty
arose when she realized that she needed
funding for events. It was hard to get
investors to support her business.
Vigilance then came across the concept
of sponsorship. “I asked corporations to
invest and they all said no until the word
sponsor or sponsorship came into my
realm. I partnered the new language with
my proposal and started to secure
corporate sponsors who saved my
company hundreds of thousands of
dollars,” she said.
In 2008, she launched her company
website with the help of a Belizean web
developer name Francis Flores. Flores
became one of her main supporters.
While operating, Vigilance realized that
her service offerings weren’t distinct. “I
created plenty of services and when I got
one client I would create another service
instead of growing in that one space.” To
remedy this, she decided that she was
going to return to the company’s original
service offerings.

Roberta Vigilance knew what it felt like to
not be able to secure funding and to not
be able to find ones footing because of
said financial issues. So the vision of her
career became to show clients how to
secure sponsors, with the hope in mind to
own a building that hosts sponsored
events.
Vigilance lives with the knowledge that
her greatest achievement stems from
each time she helps her client secure
sponsorships. “My biggest achievement is
like the movie Groundhog Day; it
happens every time someone thanks me
because they were able to secure
sponsors and grasp a better
understanding of event sponsorship,” She
explained.
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Before the onset of the pandemic, she
was working in libraries offering tours to
spread knowledge on getting event
sponsorship. These libraries closed when
the pandemic set in.
Vigilance then turned to completing the
third edition of her book ‘How To Secure
Sponsors Successfully’. She managed to
complete it with the support of her son.
“We were inseparable when he was
young.’, she said, “ When I started to
write … and was ready to quit writing and
promoting the book, he would say - don’t
quit.”. With the help of her son and God
Vigilance continues to grow herself and
her business.

When she is not working, Vigilance is
shopping through the aisle of The Dollar
Store and walking. “I also like putting
together puzzles because it helps me
maintain my sense of humor, for example,
sometimes a piece of the puzzle looks like
the right fit to another piece only to find
out the pieces don’t belong together and
vice versa where a piece looks like the
wrong fit only to find out it is the right
fit.” She mentioned. She even added
painting to her leisure time recently.
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Vigilance also disclosed that she was a
victim of mental abuse and gaslighting
throughout her life. She has managed to
overcome it all and continues to be an
ambitious individual supporting others.
Through this, she has learned to believe
in herself and for her business growth,
she was advised to save money.
To all those who were thinking of
entering the sponsorship industry, that is
assisting others to secure sponsorship
Vigilance advised, “ Understand event
sponsorship, know the sponsorship
language, and know what information
should be in a good win-win sponsorship
proposal.”
To order the book “How To Secure Sponsors
Successfully” for beginners and experts visit
www.eventsandsponsors.com.
To maximize sponsorship, you can reach me
at info@eventsandsonsos.com.
To connect with Roberta Vigilance
Instagram: robertavigilance
Facebook: securesponsors
Twitter:securesponsors
LinkedIn: securesponsors
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The Conceptualist:
Kith-Ann Excell
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Her natural skills were something that
stood out and was then recognized by the
General Manager of this advertising
company. The General Manager later
became her mentor. Excell then started
her own publishing company. She created
two magazines, none like that which was
in Jamaica. The company quickly grew as
word quickly spread of her
professionalism and competence.
“Individual brands and corporate
companies were coming to me for client
services in event planning, brand
development, and sales and marketing,”
She said.

For Kith-Ann creativity was innate. It was
something that came naturally to her.
Even with this ability, she never thought
of working in the advertising industry
until her then-manager mentioned it to
her. From this suggestion stemmed her
interest in Advertising. While working in a
Full-time role at Whirlpool Corporation, a
500 multinational company she searched
for a part-time job in advertising.
She started working virtually as an
advertising sales executive for Creative
Communications Inc’s SkyWriting
Magazine. It was from this experience
that she started conceptualizing more.

Her reputation preceded her and with the
support of her friends and family excel
she did. “Their unconditional love,
protection and guidance have made me
into the philanthropist, advocate, and
leader I am today,” she explained. KithAnn Excell spoke specifically of her
grandmother who was not only her
supporter but also presented a life
challenge to her.
Her grandmother was diagnosed with
Alzhemer’s Dementia and as Excell
became her caretaker it opened her eyes
to new perspectives and to challenges
beyond business ups and downs. These
life lessons she transferred into business
to help her develop understanding and
clarity.
“Putting things into perspective and being
grateful for the smallest wins is my bigtime coping mechanism. At the onset of
my grandmother's disease, I stopped
focusing on the person I was losing, and
focused on the new person I was being
introduced to.
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We had a moment one day when she
said, “I love you to my heart … but I just
don't know who you are!” We both burst
out laughing. Perspective and gratitude
allow you”
In her journey, she never failed to
recognize the beauty and fueling force of
support. Support in all different forms.
Gaining the trust of her clients, she has
managed to garner financial support for
herself and her business.
In addition to this, Excell is a member of
the Women Entrepreneurs Network of
the Caribbean. An organization that
mentored her through its one-year
business mentorship programme
facilitated by the Cherie Blair Foundation
for Women. There, she became a part of
the 100,000 Women Campaign. “The
mentorship facilitated being mentored by
an executive from PayPal who, even after
the programme, is still a strong advisor
for me in business,” she mentioned.
Even though this all, Excell considered
herself to be her biggest cheerleader as
she herself understands the expanse of
her dreams and so understands the need
to continuously motivate herself to
accomplish them. “My dreams have
always been larger than life, so I must
scream from the mountaintop to tell
myself to keep going until I am able to
convince others that this thing could be a
reality.”
Excell lives by the advice of Zahra Burton,
Founder of 18 Degrees North and former
reporter at Bloomberg TV who was also
her client. She had said,
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"As best as you can, when you need to
get something done, don't waste time
speaking to the middleman.” Head
straight to the top." This advice has
guided the way she conducts business
and heralded her into success. Excell
detailed a time when this practice was
her stepping stone.
She shared, “I had asked a friend who
works for JetBlue Airlines to get some
information for me. But after several
months, the information was just not
forthcoming. So, I did some research and
found the chairman of JetBlue. I reached
out to him and had my answer within a
few hours of contacting him. This
characteristic serves my clients well, as
I’m not afraid to speak to decision-makers
who can make big things happen for
them.”
The Covid-19 pandemic had steered her
career and business into new waters.
Before, her services consisted largely of
event planning, publishing and a little
public relations. Afterwards, event
planning lost its demand and the services
of Public Relations and Strategic
Marketing rose up. This demand has
created the opportunity for her to want
to relaunch her business as now a public
relations and marketing consultancy firm.
Since then she has mastered the essence
of autonomization of her time, ambitions
and focus. “ Through my business, I can
help entrepreneurs and business leaders
who have a strong sense of social
responsibility, actualize their dreams. It's
a wonderful feeling to contribute in such
an impactful way to the missions of some
of the most brilliant and purposeful
minds,” she said.
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With her love for advocacy and
conceptualizing, she has the vision of
creating a boys' and girls' home in
Jamaica. This home, she shares, will be
the safe space for these children to grow
and learn spirituality, emotional
intelligence, and even grasp skills of
entrepreneurship.
She spends her leisure time dating, going
on dinner dates with friends, working on
her personal goals, and watching “some
crazy, quirky series on Netflix, like Friends
From College or Sex Education.”
For those who wish to be entrepreneurs,
she leaves five-part advice.
“A. There are two characteristics you
must have as an entrepreneur to even
stand a chance in business. One, you
must know how to solve problems. And
two, you must have resilience. Always
remember: Your value is determined by
the number of problems you can take off
the table for your customers. If you
cannot solve problems and lose your
bearings at the first few hurdles, then
forget about it!
B. Just take the first step! You might be
surprised to know that the story of shame
you are trying to hide is the same story of
the people you are trying to impress.
C. You are the embodiment of infinite
possibilities.
D. Create a clear vision in your mind of
what you want to achieve. Act on it. Then
every day, visualize and ‘practise’ the
feeling of having it until you achieve it.
F. Even after starting your business, it’s
perfectly fine to change course and try
another idea. Who gives a you-knowwhat!”
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Contact Kith-Ann Excell at:
candlestonemediahouse@gmail.com or
(876) 826-6954/ (876) 560-0406 or on IG:
@candlestoneinkmedia or LinkedIn: KithAnn Excell

T H E

Tek a bite from
Toni-Ann Gayle
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“We were placed in groups. I don’t
remember how many it was in the group,
but I know that I came with the name Tek
a Bite. Then everybody followed because
a name was very hard to come up with,”
she shared. The name was well received
by all the members of the group. Nothing
came of the name there and then. She
started working in the hotel industry,
being a pastry chef at the Royalton Hotel.
After this Gayle started studying at the
University of the West Indies. She
wanted to go on the work and travel
program but was unable to do so. At this
time she was having financial difficulties
and despite having a scholarship needed
additional monetary support. Sitting
down one night with her partner she
discussed her plan to start her business.
Though she was downcast and a bit upset
she decided that she would bring Tek a
Bite to life.

For many Jamaicans growing up the
dream career would be a doctor, lawyer
or teacher. For Toni-Ann Gayle this was
also so. However, while in high school she
developed a love for cooking and
discovered food and beverage
management as a career path.
Immediately after high school, she started
studying Culinary Arts at the Montego
Bay Community College. There she
learned how to bake and decorate. “I was
always the one who wanted to decorate
things. So I am more on the decorating
side of cake baking as opposed to being
on the food side,” she said. It was from an
entrepreneurial class there that the name
‘Tek a Bite’ surfaced.

Tek a’ Bite officially started in 2019 when
Toni Ann created an Instagram page. She
posted stickers and the logo for Tek a
Bite. She had spoken with her former
group members and shared her plan to
launch Tek a’ Bite. They themselves had
branched off into other careers. So Gayle
took full ownership of the name and
business. “The first cake I did for a charity
event on campus. It was a confetti cake
and it was a disaster compared to what I
can do now, but it was a start. After that,
I made cupcakes and walk around and sell
them,” she explained. Gayle had a strong
background in culinary arts but still, it had
been over a year since she was involved
in the industry. While at University she
targeted students on campus with her
pastries. There she found it difficult to get
customers and to do deliveries. The
biggest mishap was the mispricing of her
pastries.
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There she was, operating at a loss. Due to
circumstances, Gayle had to move to the
Western Jamaica Campus of UWI. This
was a whole new journey for her and Tek
a’ Bite.
Gayle had to reevaluate her target market
then. The WJC campus did not have the
same dorm structure as the Mona
Campus and so she couldn't walk around
as she had been doing. She had to expand
her market and adopt new marketing
strategies. The business started picking
up.
However, she had delivery challenges.“ I
didn't know how to deliver and package
the cakes so they were safe. Certain
methods of baking I wasn't following
thinking I had it when I don't. I overcame
that, I went back to the books and I
checked Youtube, etc. check with
persons in the field, attended sessions,
pay for them and that's how I improved
on the packaging and allowed myself to
be able to share this knowledge with
others,” said Gayle.

With the onset of the covid-19 pandemic,
things took a turn for Tek a’ Bite. A
positive turn, that is. Gayle started
offering cheesecake specials to her target
market in Montego Bay.
“In the peak of Covid when no money
was running, people seem to have had a
sweet tooth. We used up the IG tools to
promote Tek a Bite, to promote specific
pastries and cheesecakes ... because of all
the features that we offered for example
free delivery in and around Montego Baydepending on where as well. We were
able to deliver at people's doors.” Gayle
explained.
The cakes were warmly received and
word quickly spread. This deal helped Tek
a’ Bite and was the key move that started
Tek a’ Bite's expansion in the Western
side of the island.
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Gayle managed to maintain good
relations with her customers. “I talk to
them as if I knew them for a long time.”
she shared. Her friendly nature and tasty
cakes helped her soar. She has even since
had the support of a famous YouTuber
who enjoyed one of her cakes and took
her on board to service her wedding with
pastries.
Like many great businesses, Gayle had
the support of others to keep her
business running. She often hires
seasonal workers to assist her with the
workload. “ If I have big events I would
subcontract persons. Like other bakers,
other persons … like delivery persons
who would deliver cakes for me on a
regular basis. If I have a big event going
on, like a big wedding where I’m doing
thousands of different mini pastries I
would have to get someone to help…
come in and work for the day. Also
persons to clean up. If I have big events
and a lot of stuff to do for that particular
day or week.” She said. These persons
helped her with the smooth operation of
the business.
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Additionally, the support of her family
meant the world to her. Her partner often
accompanies her or even makes deliveries
on her behalf. He is one of her main
supporters as she shares, “I have my
partner who I basically call the business
development manager. He pitches in
ideas of how to expand the business and
so forth.” Her sister also assists her with
deliveries.
Even though she was the main face
behind the brand, acting in many
portfolios she saw Tek a’ Bite as a group
effort fueled by those who supports her.
Tek a Bite is growing and Gayle is hoping
to own her own store soon and be able to
hire staff to help her run her business. “I
really like business because I like
decorating cakes more than baking. I
don't like cleaning up really but it has to
be done right? Not even about money. I
[want] to know that clients are happy.
When we’re on time, pastry taste good, it
looks pretty they give us good reviews,
they tell their friends and friends tell
friends. Either way, a happy client equals
more money for your business.”
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Gayle is all about giving back and
providing guidance to students and
business-minded individuals. She hopes
to offer baking classes and guidance to
students in different schools across the
island. For her, starting at Montego Bay
Community College would be fittingly
appropriate since her passion for baking
was ignited there. She wants to break
barriers and change perceptions about
non-traditional careers, like being a chef,
at forums and events like career days.
Toni-Ann Gayle left this piece of advice
for entrepreneurs.
“Just start. I didn't know what I was doing
in the beginning… I made my IG account,
made my post and I got customers… don’t
tell yourself you can’t do it. If you have a
passion for it. Make a poster, flyer,
something, sell your friends, sell your
parents, sell somebody, allow them to try
it. The word will reach out there that you
have this and that, and the more you
make your customer happy the more the
word spreads. You have to make sure
that you’re serving your clients to the
best of your abilities. Because even if
your products don't taste good, once your
customer service is up they’ll still support
you. Believe me! Me being a client or a
customer of someone else's business
that's definitely me. If your product is not
as good as someone else’s product I
would still come to you to buy the
product because of the customer service
and the relationship that you have with
me”
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Instagram: tek_a_bite
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Jamilia Constance
and her dream of
Aunty Jams
“Depend on no one, you have the
strength within, Pray, get up and go.”
Jamilia Constance’s mother had said.
Growing up with a single mother, Jamilia
was taught many life lessons. Her mother
became her biggest cheerleader. Every
Sunday in their kitchen, her mother would
make her and her sister cook from the
Naparima high cookbook. They would
each choose a recipe to make for that
day. It was from this that Jamilia
discovered her love for cooking. She also
had a love for commerce.
One night, Jamilia had a dream that she
was selling gourmet burgers and wings.
She then decided to try her hand at
making them and serving her family. She
received positive feedback and that
prompted her to start pursuing her
dream.
The first stop was at a Bar in Curepe.
Jamilia went to the boss there and they
made a deal. They needed food in the bar
and she needed somewhere to start. So
she was allowed to sell there for free.
Jamilia decided that this was not enough.
She wanted her own restaurant. Due to
financial difficulties, that was out of her
reach. Anything she wanted she had to
save for it. She bought a food truck,
wrapped it up, and continued her dream.
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At this time when the business was taking
off, Jamilia’s son was just a baby. “I would
be in Price Smart and in the market with
him strapped onto me, so he grew up in
the business”, she said. When he was
older he would help her do grocery
shopping, lift things and even share
recipes with her. He was and still is one
of her biggest supporters. Having a child
presented a challenge for Jamilia, who
had to find the balance between her life
as a parent and life as an entrepreneur.
However, her mother helped her out at
times when he was not on his way to
work with her. “If he’s coming to work
with me he would be in the car and I
would make the trip fun by playing music,
having sing-alongs, doing school work. I
try to make him be a part of things, he
would help me cook, peel garlic, help mix
stuff... Wherever the location I try my
best to make sure he is comfortable. At
the Eddie Hart location of Aunty Jam’s,
there is a big field, the other vendors
bring their kids as well, they have formed
a little squad and play together”, she
shared.
Later down, she managed to open her
first store in Maraval. The store was
greatly supported even during the peak of
the pandemic. Until the operation came
to a halt. As the entire country was on
lockdown and businesses like these could
not operate for a while.
Operating a business has changed
Jamilia’s focus.
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She was aware of the responsibility that
she had and how she had to manage
employees and customers who depended
on her. So she kept on working. The
business kept her busy and so less time
was spent going out and having fun.
But these were still things that she
enjoyed doing. “I’m very outgoing, I love
to go out and have fun and I love to
laugh,” she said. She spends her spare
time with her son and has recently taken
on exercising and other things she
enjoyed to create a healthy balance with
her work. She continues to live by the
words ‘I can do all things through Christ
who strengthens me.’
To those who wanted to be
entrepreneurs, Jamilia advised, “Go with
God, listen to when people who have
done it before give you advice.
Experience is the best teacher. Don’t give
up when things get hard, step back,
meditate then try again.”
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Aunty Jams operates out of Eddy Hart
Savannah in Tacarigua and at #1 Saddle
road Santa Cruz opposite the Santa Cruz
green market. They also do catering, clients
can contact them at Auntyjams@gmail.com.
To connect:
Instagram: Auntyjamstt
Facebook: Aunty Jams Home of the best
Gourmet burgers
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Chantal La Roche:
Journey to
becoming a Lawyer
“The law profession is extremely
competitive, but if you’re a young
attorney there is more than enough room
for you to carve your own path. A career
in law isn’t limited to what you see on
TV.”
Attorney at Law Chantal La Roche
pointed out. She herself had left her fulltime job to pursue law. Despite those
who doubted her and advised her not to
do so, she did. La Roche did not know
what career path she wanted to pursue
immediately after leaving high school. She
did the SAT examinations to attend
school in the United States. But even
with a partial scholarship, she was unable
to do so. So she decided to apply to the
University of the West Indies to study
Economics. However, she did not receive
a response. La Roche, advised by her
cousin, applied to study law at another
local institution collaborating with the
University of London.
“Within the first 2 years of school I had
eaten through my savings because my
registration and examination fees for the
University of London were extremely
expensive (the exchange rate was as high
as £13 to $1 TTD at the time).
Overcoming that challenge just required
me to stay the course; I decided early on
that I couldn’t (financially) afford to fail
any exams and so I just studied
relentlessly to ensure that I could finish.”

With the support of her cousin Sharon, La
Roche managed to pursue law. Sharon
would also be the person who purchased
her law textbooks and graduation robes.
She also had support from her mother
and other family members. They would
share pictures and articles about her on
their social media accounts.
As a lawyer, La Roche has formed a
network who have become a part of her
support system. “I have grown a network
of truly amazing and irreplaceable friends
and colleagues who message to give me
ideas for content for my social media, call
to say a great job, or even attend events
that I’m involved with”, she shared.
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Your job or career is important, but it is
only one aspect of who you are,” she
commented. La Roche takes time to do
outdoor exercises.
A high school friend of La Roche posted
the quote ‘Be yourself everyone else is
already taken on her (the friends’) social
media page. This has lived with La Roche
since then and she has led her life to
follow this. “With the advent of social
media, has come the overwhelming
pressure to engage in unhealthy social
comparison. Being me is my super-power,
and any time I find myself slipping into
that place of comparison this quote
immediately comes to mind” she shared.

For La Roche, her career path was a
series of small wins. She also expressed,
“I’m always filled with immense pride
when I see the growth of the younger
attorneys who have worked on my team.
It feels great to positively contribute to
another person’s career advancement and
I chuckle when they repeat the things
that I have taught them.”
Since the pandemic, she has gotten more
involved in youth development. La Roche
has been doing more work with youth
organizations. The pandemic provided a
time of introspection for her and
prompted her to build her personal and
professional brand to withstand any
circumstance.
“I realized that many professionals spend
countless hours working and not enough
time living and doing the things that bring
us joy, fulfillment, and purpose.

In addition to this, her life mantra is ‘Same
track, different lane’. Which has taught
her to focus on her own race and to see
herself as her only and biggest
competition.
“It’s ok to be a work in progress and a
masterpiece at the same time”
La Roche advises, “Don’t ever become so
overconfident and arrogant that you stop
learning and being receptive to
constructive criticism. I may be seen as a
“master” because of my number of years
of experience and qualifications, but I’m
always learning new things, even from my
juniors, admin staff or interns.”
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She encourages “law students and young
professionals who are about to enter the
profession to curate [their] social media
presence, especially on LinkedIn, to [their]
advantage. Follow and connect with law
students, attorneys, law firms, the
University’s Law Society, companies, or
government ministries and agencies that
share law-related content. Your feed will
be dominated by posts, job vacancies, and
articles that are relevant to the legal
profession. You will be able to learn
about the profession and legal
developments, and by connecting with
other attorneys and law students you will
meaningfully expand your network.”
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To connect:
Instagram & Facebook :@chantalalaroche
@theclrcode
Twitter:: @chantalalroche
LinkedIn: @chantalalaroche
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Brittany Perkins
and The House of
Aesthetics Spa
Perkins's journey as an aesthetician began
when she attended Pivot point Academy
in the year 2014. After examining the
syllabus of the aesthetic course she
realized this was what she wanted to do.
Afterward, she did additional courses and
training in the field. Her specialty now lies
in skin conditions such as acne and
hyperpigmentation.
She became an aesthetician and coowner of House of Aesthetics Spa. A
business that now offers services such as
laser hair removal, waxing, blemish
removal, lashes, manicures and pedicures,
and facials.
When the House of Aesthetics first
opened Perkins discovered that she was
pregnant with her third daughter. “I was
truly devastated and worried having
completely risked it all (left my job) not
knowing if I would make enough to pay
my bills. Being pregnant brought a
significant amount of added pressure,”
she explained. It was a time when nausea
and throwing up had her running to the
bathroom after meeting a client. This
didn't stop her. She continued working
and after much time the business
managed to exceed her husband and her
expectations.
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When the pandemic came, there were
lockdowns and other restrictions. As a
non-essential business, Body of
Aesthetics was closed.
Perkins shared, “Many clients fell off
track but it pushed me to be more
innovative. After I would put my kids to
bed at night, I stayed up and did online
consultations for new clients to get them
started on a skincare regimen. I would
usually take my first consultation at 8:30
pm. This was my last resort to keep things
afloat financially. I also made it a priority
to keep very active on social media. This
way, when we were allowed to open; we
were very busy.” The business also
experienced increased pricing and
shortages of products. It was a time when
adjustments had to be made to
accommodate the changes.
For House of Aesthetics, Perkins wishes
to conduct internal restructuring for
business growth. For herself, she wants
to spend more time with her family, and
go on dates with her husband and family.
“I actually have very little free time. I
take every Wednesday off from work and
that day is usually for me to run errands
for the spa and get any supplies/products
we may need. I also use this day to get
groceries at home. The only other day I
have off is Sunday. We always go to
church in the morning, come home and
make lunch. Then I pretty much always
take a nap while my husband watches the
kids because I’m exhausted.
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Then I spend the rest of the day doing
laundry, and getting my kids ready for the
week,” she said. Perkins continues to
work on balancing her work and family
life. She is learning and growing and have
been gaining knowledge from the
experiences of others.
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To connect:
Instagram: thehouseof.aesthetics
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Q&A
Meet the owner of
BraVeux - Carla
Ramsaroop
The bra was invented in the early 1900s. It
slowly became a staple item in most
women’s everyday wardrobe. Over the
years, though, it changed from what it
initially was, to include more sizes beyond D,
more colors, different fabrics, different
structures, etc.
This piece of undergarment can be of such
importance to women more than we are
aware. In this article, we interviewed the
owner of BraVeux, Carla Ramsaroop a bra
fitter/seller.
She gave us some information on her
business and on bras, a conversation that is
rarely had. One of the services any woman
can benefit from is her bra fitting service. It
cost only $75 TT. In the interview, she will
explain why this is important.
BraVeux is located at #110 EMR, St.
Augustine and her contact is 778-3830.

Q: What inspired you to get into the
lingerie business and specifically bra
fitting and how long have you been in
this line of business?

A: I was actually out shopping for a bra
and I hated the experience; everything
about it I hated. the not knowing what to
look for, or how a bra should fit so rushed
into purchasing what I thought was my
size - 34B.
In the dressing room, I kept thinking it
should not be this difficult - every other
person has breasts. I mean it didn't feel
right and it definitely didn't look right, but
the sales clerk recommended the size to
me, so I assumed it had to be right.
So I needed to find a way to know better
and if I was experiencing this, how many
other women were?
I started BraVeux at the end of 2015, but
totally committed in 2018. I did my
training internationally and have been
going full steam ahead.
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Q: Your page is about body positivity
and inclusivity, what inspired that?
A: I am in love with being a woman, a
female. I love that we as women can be
proud of our bodies.
ALL OF US!
I have friends and wonderful clients who
are of different sizes and personalities
and I wanted BraVeux to be a reflection
of women in the real. Women who knew
what they wanted, love themselves
unapologetically - we have to be our role
models.
I also wanted BraVeux to be a safe space
for women - where you can get fitted
without judgment. And the best way I
think I can show that everyone is
welcomed is by showing everyone
regardless of age, relationship, size, color
- only love (bra love, boob love, body
love).

Q: What is a goal you would love to
achieve with your business?
A: I would like BraVeux to become a
Caribbean brand - with regional outlets
and its own lingerie brand.
From an intrapersonal level - to help
women feel great in their own bodies.
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Q: I’ve read that proper undergarments
can make an outfit, is that true, and any
tips?
A: This is an underrated fact!
Proper bras can do so much for your
body - it actually enhances your
silhouette, allowing you to have a defined
waistline.
Best tip: get a bra fitting and know your
right size. 80% of women are wearing the
wrong bra size - don't be part of the 80.
It's the best investment you can make in
yourself, along with a right-sized bra.
Q: As far as sizing goes, I’ve known up to
DD but can it go further and how much
further?
A: So the media and society on a whole
have made everyone think DD is huge
and it really isn't. Bras can go up to a P
cup in US sizing.
The important thing is to ensure you are
in the right size and the right letter is the
one that fits you well and holds all your
breast tissue.
Don't be caught up in numbers and
letters so much that you wear the wrong
size because of it.
Q: Besides looks, what is the importance
of a properly fitting bra?

T H E

A: Bras can also be important for health
reasons. The weight of a pair of breasts
for an average woman is approximately
4lbs (this may change if you are bigger
etc. ) - imagine walking around without
this weight being supported, all day,
every day.
It's going to take a toll on your body - you
can experience back pain, and shoulder
and neck pain as well. Alternately, if the
size you're wearing is too small - you can
experience numbness.
You can also get skin abrasions, and
chafing from your bra if you're wearing
the wrong size. I've had women tell me
about rib pains because of their bra
underwire poking their bodies - which
usually only occurs if you're wearing the
wrong size.
I've had a number of clients with these
issues and am pleased that they no longer
experience this as they're now in their
right bra size.
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Q: Lastly, what do you hope that every
woman that comes through your door,
leaves with (besides bras)
A: I hope you leave knowing how to put
on your bra properly.
I hope you leave feeling amazing in your
skin.
I hope you leave having experienced
great service.
I hope you leave with the intention of
shouting at the top of your lungs that
'You feel great in your bra'.
I hope you leave and recommend me to
other beautiful women.
To connect:
Instagram: braveuxtt

